The daily report highlights the violations behind Israeli home demolitions and demolition threats in the occupied Palestinian territory, the confiscation and razing of lands, the uprooting and destruction of fruit trees, the expansion of settlements and erection of outposts, the brutality of the Israeli Occupation Army, the Israeli settlers violence against Palestinian civilians and properties, the erection of checkpoints, the construction of the Israeli segregation wall and the issuance of military orders for the various Israeli purposes.

The Violations are based on reports provided by field workers and/or news sources.

The text is not quoted directly from the sources but is edited for clarity.

The daily report does not necessarily reflect ARIJ’s opinion.

Brutality of the Israeli Occupation Army

- Wisam Yousef Hijazi, 30, was shot by Israeli army fire on May 14th, during the Great Return March procession, east of Abasan al-Jadeeda town, east of Khan Younis, in the southern part of the Gaza Strip. Hijazi remained in a critical condition due to his injury, and was referred to an Egyptian hospital, but succumbed to his wounds at Rafah Border Terminal, between Gaza and Egypt. Wisam was from Bani Sohelia town, east of Khan Younis. (IMEMC 13 August 2018)
• Israeli police carried out a wide-scale raid and search campaign in Wadi Qaddoum neighborhood, in the East Jerusalem town of Silwan. The Police stormed the area and blocked the main entrance leading to the neighborhood, raiding and searching several homes there. No arrests were reported. (WAFA 13 August 2018)

• The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) raided a school in the town of al-Khader, to the south of the city of Bethlehem in the occupied West Bank, while students were sitting for makeup exams. The IOA unexpectedly raided Said al-‘As School for Boys and broke into several classrooms causing havoc and fear among the students who were sitting for the makeup exam claiming students have thrown rocks at them. (WAFA 13 August 2018)

**Israeli Arrests**

• The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) invaded Beit Fajjar town, south of Bethlehem, and detained Malek Eyad Thawabta and Mohammad Khalil Thawabta. (IMEMC 13 August 2018)

• The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) invaded the al-Qubeiba village, northwest of occupied Jerusalem, searched homes and detained Nidal Mustafa Makhtoub. (IMEMC 13 August 2018)

• The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) and army jeeps invaded Sateh Marhaba area in the al-Biereh city, in central West Bank. (IMEMC 13 August 2018)

• In Hebron, in the southern part of the occupied West Bank, the Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) invaded Halhoul town, north of the city, and detained Noureddin Mahmoud Zama’ra, after searching his home. (IMEMC 13 August 2018)

• The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) invaded homes in Beit Kahil town, northwest of Hebron, and detained Abdul-Mahdi Zohour and Mohammad Ali Asafra. (IMEMC 13 August 2018)

• The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) invaded and violently searched homes, owned by members of Natsha and Dweik families in Hebron city, and summoned Nour Shaker al-Atrash for interrogation. (IMEMC 13 August 2018)

• The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) invaded Kafr Saba neighborhood, west of the northern West Bank city of Qalqilia, and detained Ahmad
Qassem Daoud, 18, from his home, after invading and searching it. (IMEMC 13 August 2018)

- The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) invaded and ransacked several homes in Azzoun town, east of Qalqilia, and interrogated many Palestinians. (IMEMC 13 August 2018)

- In Jenin, in northern West Bank, the Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) detained a former political prisoner, identified as Nazeeh Sa’id Abu ‘Oun, 62, and his son, Islam, from their homes in Jaba’ town, south of the city. The IOA also invaded and searched several other homes in the town, and interrogated many Palestinians. (IMEMC 13 August 2018)

- The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) detained a former political prisoner, identified as Mhanna Khaled Sharqawi, from his home in Zababda town, south of the city, after storming and ransacking his property. (IMEMC 13 August 2018)

**Israeli Settler Violence**

- Israeli police blocked roads in the Arab neighborhood of Silwan in occupied East Jerusalem to allow hundreds of settlers to make their provocative march in the neighborhood and around the nearby Old City. The settlers, sang and danced in the streets and called for killing the Arabs as well as for demolishing Al-Aqsa Mosque, and to replace it with a Jewish temple. Hundreds of Israeli police officers secured the march’s route for the fanatics to prevent any contact with the city’s Palestinian residents. (WAFA 13 August 2018)

**Home Demolition & Demolition threats**

- Dozens of Israeli soldiers invaded, on Monday at dawn, Kobar village, northwest of Ramallah in central West Bank, and handed a demolition order against the family home of a Palestinian, who was killed in July on this year, after killing an Israeli colonialist settler. Media sources in Ramallah said the soldiers surrounded the village, before invading it, and handed the order to the family of Mohammad Tareq Dar Yousef, 17. It is worth mentioning that Mohammad was killed June 26th, 2018, after he managed to climb over the fence into the illegal Israeli settlement of Geva Binyamin, which had been built on Palestinian lands taken from Kobar, and stabbed three people, killing one, identified as Yotam Ovadia, 31, before he was shot and killed. The
policy of demolishing the homes of Palestinians who carried out, or suspected of carrying out attacks against Israelis, including soldiers and settlers, is an act of collective punishment, illegal under International Law. (IMEMC 13 August 2018)